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ABSTRACT 

Tli~ bnsic principles of 1tirahip n.-?rostatics and aerodynamics as they apply 
to powered tighter Than Air v1•hicles are su11rnarized. The developm~nt of 
static lift is c\iacusseJ, 11s is tht:t effect of the variation of atmoi;pheric 
p:irnmeters on the lift of an aerostat. In addition, th~ use of dynamics and 
p1>W1! 1t!d stntics as a lift n11l11nc:t is reviewt>J. 

TNTRODUCTTON 

Any vehicle ore rat iog in a medium may obtain 1i ft ing forces from th ref• 
primary sources, as shown in Fig. I. 

POWERED STATIC 

LIFT 

ST AT IC DYNAMIC 

Fig. 1 The Lift Logo 

The most economical of these forces from the production of lift point 
of view is undoubtedly the static lift wherein a buoyant force is generated 
by the displacement of a portion of the supporting medium by the body. For 
a waterborne vehicle• this lift is embodied in the displacement ship• and 
for the airborne vehicles. this is the balloon. 

The inefficiency of the static lift vehicle comes when it is required 
to move through the surrounding medium. Due to the nature of displact!ment 
buoyancy• these vehicles tend to be very large anJ • as a result• they de
v~ l op a great deal of dynamic drag when in motion. The dynamic effects of 
the mot ion can be used to an advantage• however• if the mot ion can be used 
to generate lift. By shaping the hody 1 or a portion thereof, as a lift pro
ducing foil, a lifting force may be developed to support the weight of the 
body, provided sufficient forward Spt!ed is attained. In air this is the 
airplane. while in water (hydro) this is the hydrofoil craft. 

A principal disadvantage of the dynamic lift vehicle is that it re
quires forward motion at some finite velocity to generate the lift. As a 
result, this vehicle can neither fly very, very slowly nor can it remain 
airborne at zero fol:'ward velocity (hover). If these attributes are re
quireJ, one must provide some sort of internal powering for the static 
lift, auch as a vertical jet exhaust or a propellor with a vertical down
flow. In air this is the helicopter and on water (or in close proximity to 
the earth) this is the Air Cushion Vehicle, sometimes called the Ground 
Effect Machine. 

Having defined these primary sources of lifting force, one might 
observe that it is possible to use two of these sources, or even all thC'ee, 
in combination. By so doing one mov es from the pure lifting force soul:'ce, 
for example static lift, to a hybrid source, such as a partial static lift 
and a partial dynamic lift. I 11 
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TIH• princip1tl tP.nrt of static lift is that a body di11place11 a vol11m1• of the 
~urroun.ling nw.cli111n whose wt? ir,ht is equal to or greater than the• tc"ltal 
we i~ht of the immP.r,;cd body. 1 f the weight is equal. the body is said to 
hnv~ neutral buoyancy, while if the Wf' ight of the body is less than that of 
the displaced sir, the body has a positive buoyancy. 

Inasmuch as the gP.neral st rue ture of the vehicle• that is to say the 
outer cover• the internal framework (if t'equired), the payload compartment, 
the control surfaces, et cetera, all have a weight considerably in excess 
of the weight of an equal volume of air, the interior of a static lift air
craft must be filled with some substance that is considerably lighter than 
the surrounding medium. Hencf' the name "Lighter-Than-Air" . 

Tahl~ 1 SpPcific Lift of Gnses 

Units: Specific lift in pounds per cubic feet 

Gns 

llydrogPn 
lied i um 
Ste11m (212 °F) 
Methllne 
Air (350 °F) 
Natural Gas 
Anvnonia 

Spec i fie Li ft 

0.0702 
0.0650 
0.0381 
0.0337 
0.0271 
0.0248 
0.0052 

(Source: Handbook of Engineering Fund amen ta ls) 

If onP. werP. to ignore the weight of the required enclosure (the 
'envelope') and consider only the static lift of various gasses, one would 
find a relationship of specific lift (pounds of lift per cubic foot of gas) 
as is shown in Table 1. 

The data for Table 1 (Ref. l) were obtained by subtracting the 
specific weig~t of the gas in question from the specific weight of air 
(0.07~4 lb/ft ). For example, the spP.cific weight of Helium is 0.0104 
lb/ft and subtracting that from the 

3
specific weight of air gives a 

specific lift for Helium of 0.0650 lb/ft • 
·rhe data of Table 1 are based on a 100 percent pure gas at standard 

sea level conditions and at the same temperature as the air that is dis
placed. It can be seen from Table l that the greatest static liCt is to be 
obtained frmn UydrogP.n with llclium a close second. It is to be noted that 
al though the weight of a givc>n volume of Helium is approximately twice of 
that of an equal volume of Hydrogen, inasmuch as the lift is the difference 
betwet-n the weight of the gaai and the weight of air, the lifting capacity 
of llydrogen is but about eight percent (8%) greater than that of Helium. 

When one considers the high degree of flammability of Hydrogen, one 
might ponder why that gas is even considered as a static lift source. The 
answer lies in the economics of its procurement. Whet'ein Helium must be 
mined or extracted from t11inute quantities in the atmosphere, Hydrogen can 
be obtained and inexpensively from the electrolysis of water. 

The third gas listed in Table 1 is minimum ten1perature (212 °F) 
steam. Although steam will proviJe over one-half the lifting capacity of 
either Hydrogen or llel ium, the temperature is hazardous and the gene rat ion 
equipment is usually bulky and of heavy weight. One must also consider the 
effects of hot moisture on the airship envelope fabric. 

Although Methane is flammable, its flammability is significantly less 



than that of Hydrogen. Even though its specific lift is only about one-half 
of the two top candidates, a form of Ht?thane Gas was used in some early 
nirHhipl'I. Reranae it iR both lighter than air and fl;1m1nahle, Methiuw offers 
the unique c.1p11hility of furnishing not only the lifting force, hut also a 
purtion of lht~ Fuel for th~ 1·11~in1•ii. For mt airship with long II ight 
1luration, as t"he fuel iH cons11mi.•1l )('SS static lift is rl'quiretl. Th~~refort'. 

with a judicious use of tlw slnndarll fuel and the Methane fuel, 01w might 
maintain an equilihrium condition, 

Although it stands a poor fifth on the list of static lift gases, 
heated air is currently the most popular for sport Lighter-Than-Air 
vehicles. The reason for ica populadty is, of course, its low cost and 
ready availability. And by the use of a heat control, such as a propane 
burner, the amount of heat imparted to the air in the envelope (and there
fore the lift) can be closely controlled. 

The lifting c;:ipacity of heated air comes from the decreased density 
of a heated gas. This is a property of all gases, not air alone, and offers 
the possibility of increasing the lifting capacity of other gases, say for 
example lie 1 ium, by heating the gas. There have been many proposa 1 s to use 
the excess heat from the propulsion engines to heat the lifting gas of an 
airship, but little has been done in the way of a practical demonstration 
of this phenomena. 

Natural gas could be used in a manner similar to that of Methane as 
both a lifting and fueling mt?dium, but its slightly lower specific lift 
together with its lower heat content does not make it a vi ab le candid ate 
for operations as might be accomptished with Methane. 

Ammonia, while extremely corrosive and difficult to hand le, offers 
another unique possibility for static lift. Ammonia has the property of 
being able to be absorbed into a very small quantity of water under certain 
temperature conditions. Once absorbed, it can be removed from the water 
very easily and returned to its original gaseous state. While this has the 
appearance of a laboratory demons tr at ion, consider the possibi 1 icies of 
deflating an airship when it is not is use, storing the gas in a very 
simple manner and then reinflating the envelope when the airship is once 
again required. 

From an examination of Tab le 1, it might be said that nothing wi 11 
provide more static lift than Hydrogen. And 'nothing 1 wi 11, if by nothing 
one means the complete evacuation of the envelope so as to have a perfect 
vacuum. But even a perfect vacuum will only provide approximately sixteen 
percent more specific lift that will Helium! The problem with attempting to 
use this approach lies in the weight of the container necessary to maintain 
the pressure differential between atmospheric on the outside and zero 
pressure on the inside. For the other gasses, a slight overpressure on the 
internal gas is required only if this pressure is needed to maintain a 
shape of the envelope. The U. S. Navy's pressure airships of the 1940-60's 
used an overpressure of about a quarter of a percent of standard atmo
spheric pressure (about one and a quarter inches of water pressure) to 
maintain the envelope shape. 

PARAMETER EFFECTS 

Purity 
When the specific lift of the various gases was listed in Table 1 1 it was 
considered that the lift was available from one hundred percent pure gas, 
Due to the natural impurities that are present in Helium as it is recovered 
from the earth and due to the cost of extensive refining, commercial Helium 
is seldom available at great'er than ninety eight percent purity. When the 
Helium is placed in a container with some degree of porosity, say as in a 
fabric envelope, air mixes with the Helium and further reduces the purity. 
It is the custom in pressure airships to 'purge' the Helium at intervals by 
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pumping in high purity Helium and pumping out the more impure gas. The 
lalter may then he recycled through a purification process and rt?used. 

One may easily compute the lifting effects of non-pure Helium by con
sidering that it is mixed with air. For example• sin~e the 1 i ft ing force 
erp1alR the specific weight of the ••ir minus the specific weight of the con
t;tined gas. the Rpecific lifting forct! of Helium of Xt purity mtty be cal
culatt•d by, 

Lift • {0.0754 x 100 lb/ft 3) - {(100-X) x .0754} - {X x .0104 Ib/ft
3> Ci) 

wht're the first term is the weight of the displaced air, the second term is 
the air in the mix and the last term is the Helium in the mix 

Table 2 shows the specific lift for Helium at various percentages of 
purity. 

Table 2 Effect of Gns Purity on Lift 

Units: Purity in percent; Specific Lift in pounds per ruhic foot 

Pud ty Speci fie Lift 

100 
99 
98 
97 
96 
95 
91, 
93 
92 
91 
90 

(Source: Equation 1) 

.0650 

.0644 

.0637 
• 0631 
.0624 
• 0615 
.061 l 
.0605 
.0598 
.OS92 
.0585 

As an approximation to the lifting capacity of Helium, one might use 
the ninety two percent (92%) purity because it gives a round number of 
sixty (60) pounds per one thousand (l.OOO) cubic feet. Although this is a 
lower than would normally be used in airship operations. it is a 
conservative figure in that the actual lift wi 11 probably be larger than 
predicted. The essential fact to note from Table 2 is that as the purity 
decreases so does the specific lift. By the time the purity has dropped 
from ninety six percent (96%} to ninety percent (90%). six and one-half 
percent {6.5%) of the Static Lift has been lost. 

~spherjc Effects 

Ambient Air Pressure (Altitude) Airships may be divided into two general 
configuration types: the non-rigid, or pressure airship and the rigid air
ship. In the former. the slight overpressure of the lifting gas provides 
the shape of the vehicle within the limitations of the shape of the envel
ope. In the rigid airship. the shape of the vehicle is determined by the 
structural framework• hence the tc!tm rigid. and the lifting gas is contain
ed in a series of individual cells within the framework. 

In a rigid airship. the lifting gas cells are but partially filled at 
sea level and as the pressure of the surrounding air decreases with an in
crease in altitude, the lifting gas expands as the internal (gas) pressure 
decreases to match the external (air) pressure. Although it might seem that 
inasmuch as the AnmP WP;oht nf 1;fr;n~ ,. ..... A.; .... 1" .. : ... _ - , ___ _ _ ··-,.·-- -e 



howevt?r, because the lsrger volume of air that is now being displaced has 
also decreased in density and therefore weighs less. 

Once the rigid airship has reached an altitude where the lifting gas 
cr.lla are one huntlred pt!rccnl full, any additional inc-rease in alticudt! 
will rt-:rnlt in a spillin~ nf Lh1? lifting gas. As lnng a~ lht> nirship is 
rn11i11rni1wil in a co111liriun of 1nli? l1111ulr«?J pcrcmlt C..11 celh, tht•r,~ is 
li1tl1! drnnge in el11tic lift due to the fact that a volume o( :air with dt> 
creiasing weight ill hcing displacc.>J by a volume of gns nf decreasing w~ight. 
AR the rig iii ai rsh i.p desct.:nds, howi?ver, the less-than-fu 11 lifting gas 
c~lls displace less air anJ the static lift is Jecreased. The fullness of 
the lifting gas cells at sea leve 1 de fines the amount of static 1 if t that 
can be developed and this fullness also defines the maximum operating alti
tude of the airship. 

In a non-rigid airship, the lifting gas is kept at a small overpress
ure above atmospheric in order to maintain the shape of the envelope. This 
is accomplished by one or more small air bags, called ballonets, inside the 
envelope. Pumping air into the bal lone ts produces an increase in the 
internal pressure of the airship. As the airship ascends, the lifting gas 
expands due to the reduction of the ambient air pressure, and in order to 
prevent overpressurization of the envelope, air is permitted to escape from 
the bal1onets. It is customary to have automatic valves on airships that 
open at preset pressures to permit the ballonet air to escape when the 
pressure reaches · a predetermined value above the normal lifting gas 
pressure. As the airship descends, air must be pumped into the ballonets to 
maintain the internal pressure and envelope shape. This is usually accomp-
1 ished by using a powered blower and/or wash from the thruster system 

When the pressure airship reaches an altitude where the ballonets are 
completely empty an•I the envelope is completely full of lifting gu, if the 
inrl?rnal pressure is to be maintained a constant as the airshi.p continues 
to rise, Rome of the lifting gas must be allowed to escape. Although values 
mny be provided that will open automatically at a preset overpressure to 
vent Helium, it is customary to manually valve the Helium, if thia is 
required, so that the operator can have an indication of how must Helium 
has been permitted to escape. 

There is some altitude at which, with the ballonets completely empty, 
it is just possible to return to the ground with the bal lone ts fit led to 
capacity. This altitude is called Pressure Height. Flight above Pressure 
Height will result in the ballonets becoming completely filled prior to the 
airship reaching the ground on its descent and then some other measures 
must be taken to maintain the shape and pressure of the envelope. The most 
common measure is the addition of air to the lifting gas. This, of course, 
reduces the purity. 

Below Pressure Height, a change in altitude or a change in barometric 
pressure has little effel!t on static lift. Above Pressure Height with a 
constant temperature and increas~d presure in the envelope, an increase in 
altitude or a decrease in barometric pressure produces a change in static 
lift as shown by: 

6Static Lift(%) - 100 x (7.25 x (pl/Po) - 1}/(7.25 - I)) 
where 

7.25 • Ratio of gas constant, Helium to Air 
P 

1 
• Reduced atmospheric pressure 

P • Initial atmospheric pressure 
0 

(2} 

The relationship for static lift percentage change may be simplified 
IJS : 

6 Static Lift (%} • 116 x CP
1

/P
0

) - 16 (3) 

The relationship for the pressure change with altitude can be found 
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110111 lh•• lnl:(•rn.11 ionnl C:ommitt1••• of Aviation Or~nni7.nt inns (ICAO) rclntinn
ship ror pressure (P), 111 po11n1ls P•! r squ.ire fot!t, a!f a function of alt ituJt! 
(II), in feet, as: 

P. = (1 - 6.875 x l0-6x 11.)5.2561 
l l 

(4) 

As a general rule of thumb, one may consider that above :Pressure 
Height, a one percent reduction in static lift will occur for each two 
hundred thirty feet in altitude increase or for each 0.25 inches of mercury 
decrease in the barometric temperature. 

lln less the pressure airship is considerably above the Pressure 
Height, a decrease in altitude or an increase in barometric pressure will 
have little or no effect on the static lift inasmuch as the lifting gas 
will contract and the airship will no longer be at Pressure Height. 

Ambient Air Temper~ Below Pressure Height, any increase or decrease in 
th~ ambi.ent air temperature wi 11 have insigificant effects on the static 
lift, provided that the lifting gas and the ambient air are at the same 
temperature. 

Above Pressure Height, an increase in ambient air temperature reduces 
the static lift approximately two percent for every 10 °F. This changt! is 
due to the relative expallsion rat~s of aiC' and Helium. A dt•cr~.1se in 
nmbient t~mperature above Pressurt! Height (unless is occurs a c\'msiJerab1e 
<listance above the Pressure Height) has neglibible effect on the static 
1 i ft, inasmuch as the decrease in temperature resu Its in a cooling of the 
Jifting gas with a contraction of the gas and the airship is no longer at 
Pressure Height. 

Differential Air Temperature Because of local heating 1 usually from the sun 
on the cove lope 1 it is poss i h le for the 1 i ft ing gas to be at a different 
temperature than the surrounding air. If the sun were to heat the lifting 
gas so that it is at a higher temperature than the surrounding air, a cond-
1t1on called 'Superheat', the same weight of lifting gas would be displac
ing a larger volume of air, anJ therefore a larger weight of air. This pro
duces an increase in static lift. Inasmuch as the specific density of the 
gas is · inversely proportional to the ratio of absolute temperatures 1 the 
percentage increase in static lift Jue to a temperature increase (positive 
Superheat) may he found from the relationship: 

h Static Lift (%) • {(T 1/T
0

) - l} x 100 
where 

. 0 
T = A1r temperature R 
T

0 
"' 1.ifting gas temperature 0 R 

l 

(6) 

For one hundred percent r.ure llelimu at standard sea level conditions, 
below Pressure Height, a 10 °F Superheat will increase the static lift 
.ihout 2%. 

Above Pressure Height the loss of the lifting gas as it heats results 
in a very slight increase in static lift. 

A negative Superheat resu Its in static lift decreases both above and 
below Pressure Height. tn both cases the change in static lift if approxim
ately 2% for each 10 °F tt:!mperat.ure differential. The decrease in static 
lift above Pressure Height is due to the fact that the gas contracts and 
the airship is no longer at Pressure Height. 

An interesting possibility arises with the use of grass Superheat. As 
shown in Fig. 2, the use of 50 °F or 60 °F Superheat can provide as much as 
six to eight thousand pounds of lift at standard sea level conditions. One 
must cons id er• however, the amount of heat energy that must be added to 



rc•p11tt!tl to have been tried. mo~t considerations of augmenting the static 
lift by h~atiug have bt?i<!n abandoned Jue to the excessive weight of a heat 
producing device that can maintain a high value of superheat over a long 
period, and the decrease of Pressure Height with a heated lifting gas. What 
may ht.! possible. however, is the short-term heating of the li(ting gas iu 
order to provide extra lift in the takeoff and transition phases of flight 
~1en dynamic lift is at its least value • 

.... ..... 1 Superheat (deg F) 
• 

-----~ 
.D .... 
.... 
I&. 

..J 

z 
7,000 

w 
0 
z 
< 
J: 
0 e.ooo 

45 80 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (deg F) 

Fig. 2. !f fect of Groaa Superheat 

Humidity The basic calculations for static lift were based on the assump
tion that the air was dry. Wh~n the air is humid. there is a loss of static 
lift capability. Table 3 shows the effect of one hundred percent humidity 
on static lift at various temreratures. The Table shows the percentage 
changes in Static Lift from dry air (zero humidity). 

Values for less than one hundred percent humidity may be approximated 
by straight line interpolation between the zero loss of lift at zero 
humidity and th~ loss 1 isted in Tab le 3 at one hundreJ percent humidity. 

Table 3 Effect of 100% Humidity on Static Lift 

Units: Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit; loss of lift in percent 

TP.mperature 

21 
32 
so 
70 
86 

Loss of static lift 

0.1 
0.2 
0.5 
1.0 
1.6 

Rain Because of the nature of many of the cloth materials used for the 
~r cover of an airship, the airship can accumulate large water loads in 
rainstorms. It is practically impossible to predict the amount of these 
loads inasmuch as they are a function of the severity of the rain• the 
temperature of the envelope, the postrain ambient conditions and. of 
course• the nature of the material covering . The increased weight• which 
acts to reduce the useable static lift, may be as much as one-third of the 
maximum static lift that can be developed. For example, 0.05 inches of 
water on the upper surface of a mi tlion cubic foot airship would add 
approximately eight thousand pounds of weight. Even though this phenomena 
is usually one to be avoided, it has been used frequently to increase the 
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net heaviness of an airship after it has become light during a long flight. 
The act of flying through a smal I rnin squall prior co bnding may imprl>Ve 
r ht! 1 anJ i ng cnpah i Ii t y . 

Sn~~L!~ It is l'm1sihle for"" airship in flight, ('s1wci11lly nt v1•ry l1)W 
Vl'l1lci tics, lo 1'i1:k up snow ln:icl:; ii the snow lrns a h1~~h muistur1• nrnlt•nt. 
111 part ic11lnr, these 10:1.I:; may con1·1•nlrt1tt! on horizontal nr uppt•r X-cnnfi~-
11 ri~<l con l ro l su r f.:1t~ es ancl at th~ nos!:?. Bi:?c a use of tht! 1 a rge (la l surf act• s 
on the top pane 1 of the rig id airs hips Akron and Macon, it was customary ti> 
m;inual ly sweep any snow accumu lat i ~.,n from the top prior to C1lmm~nc i ng a 
lnntiing. 

8Pcause of the large exposed surface area of even the smallest air
sh ip, ice accumulation from free;dng rain is a more serious problem. A 
q11&1rter inch accumulation of ice over 30,000 square feet of envelope has a 
weight in excess of eighteen tons! This area is approximately th~ upper 
s 11 rf ac e of a U • S • N av y Z PG • 2 a i rs h i p • 

Fortunately, unless the accumulation of ice is heavy and rapid, it 
may be possible to alleviate the ice build-up by varying the internal 
pressure and thus making the envelope a large de-icer boot. 

A potentially more serious problem from snow and .ice accumulation may 
occur while the airship is moored on the ground. 

PSElIDO-STATIC LIFT 

Even at zero or near zero airspeeds, a pilot of a Lighter-Than-Air vehicle 
may experience false indications of the static condition of the aircraft 
due to air thermals. This is obvious near cloud formations that have up
drafts and down drafts, but similar (although usually less severe) thermah 
exist over land and water in clear air. These thermals are usually the 
result of differential heating of the surface of the earth and are particu
larly noticeable when flying close to the surface and passing from a plowed 
field (no rising aid over to a green field or a wooded area (rising 
currents>. A similar condition usually exists when passing from over the 
ocean to an over the shore position. In both of these cases the airship has 
a Lendency to rise as though it had an increase in static lift. 

In-Flight Validation of Static Condition 

Due to the generation of dynamic lift by · the envelope and the horizontal 
fins 1 the only way to validate the static condition of an airborne airship 
is to reduce the forward v~ loci ty to zero or to near zero. The pi lots · 
and/or flight engineer usually have at least a mental running total of 
weight changes during a flight, but the effects of Superheat, moisture on 
the envelope, et cetera may result in a different static condition. By 
slowing the airship to remove the effects of dynamic lift, the pilot can at 
least validate the static condition trend, and, perhaps even of greater 
importance, the pilot can determine the static trim of the airship. Partic
ularly for a pressure airship with multiple ballonets, the static trim of 
the airship may have changed significantly since take-off and this trim can 
easily be masked by dynamic lift and/or automatic control systems. 

The procedure for slowing the· airship (to zero airspeed if it does 
not have too much static heaviness) and checking the static trim is called 
11Weighing Off11

• 

DYNAMIC LIFT 
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form, as with the Hegnlifter concept, or from a 'lifting body' shape, as 
with tht! Aeron design, the envelope and fins of an airship are capable of 
providing a considerable amount of dynamic lift. 

The United States Navy's pressure airships of the 1940's - 1960's were 
traditionally launched with a negative buoyancy. This meant that these air
ships took off and flew at least the first part of their mission in a 
heavier-than-air state. In fact due to the poor handling qualities of a 
'tight' airship, provisions were aJded in the late 19SO's that would allow 
the airship to recover water ballast from the sea in order to maintain a 
negative buoyancy. 

Al though the airs hip envelope has the general shape of an air foi 1, and 
even though it has an extremely large planform area, the envelope usually 
provides but a small portion of the dynamic lift with a major portion of 
this force coming from the fixed and moveable horizontal surfaces. With a 
'lurnvy' airship this dynamic lift is required throughout the tlight, but 
dt~velopmcnt of this lift adjunct is of special importance during the take 
off maneuver whP.re the dynamic lift can amount to as much as ten percent 
( 10%) to sixteen percent ( 16%) of the entire weight of the airship. 
rn:.smuch as large amounts of dynamic lift are rt>quired at very low 
v<'locities during take off, the lifting surces must be efficient. the drag 
of these surface must be small and/or the power available must be v~ry 
large. 

To obtain lift from a symmetrical airfoil, such as the envelope or a 
conventional fin, the lifting surface must be at an angle of attack with 
respect to the airstream. This is easily accomplished with a pressure 
airship due to the unique trim capabilities of the ballonet system. By 
pumping air into the aft ballonet and valving air from the forward ballonet 
(in order to maintain a constant lifting gas overpressure), the center of 
buoyancy shifts forward and the nose rises. The pi lot has the sensation 
that he is shifting weight (air) aft and the tail section is pitching down. 
This technique permits the airship to fly at a positive pitch angle (angle 
of attack) to generate dynamic lift, with very little longitudinal control 
surface deflection. Unfortunately, the angles of attack required for high 
values of dynamic lift also produce a large increase in drag. 

The drag increase that results from tilting a large airship envelope 
up at an angle of attack could be reduced if a dedicated airfoil were used 
for the generation of dynamic lift. To gain an appreciation of the size of 
a dedicated airfoil that would be required to generate a lift equal to ten 
percent (10%) of the total we~ht of an airship at ten (10) knots, consider 
a million and a half (l.5xl0) cubic feet airship with a total weight of 
eighty thousand (80,000) pounds. With a simple, symmetrical airfoil such 
as the NACA 0012 with a lift curve slope of 5.73/raJian and an angle of 
attack of eight degrees (8°), an airfoil would have to have an area of 
approximately three thousand (3,000) square ft?et. This is approximately the 
s i ze of both the horizontal anJ vertical tail surfaces of the ZPG airship. 
If more lift is required at this angle of attack, the area of the lifting 
surface must increase in direct relationship to the lift. 

Fig. 3 shows the wing area required to produce dynamic lift at takeoff 
(velocity of ten (10) knots). The airfoil that will produce this lift also 
produces an additional drag and, unfortunately, this drag is not only 
present during the lower speed takeoff, but the power required to overcome 
the airfoil profile drag increases as the cube of the forward velocity. 

Consideration might be given to having a retractable airfoil surface 
that is placed in the airstream only when dynamic lift is required. Such 
retraction could be by a 'swing wing' similar to that of the F-111 air
plane with the wing folding within the car when not required and swinging 
out for lift production. However, not only would the support and control 
mechanism of such a wing be prohibitive as to weight but, to get back to 
basics, a dedicated airfoil is required principally to augment the static 
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lift during the henviest mode of flight, i.e., toke off, an,t this u Lhe 
11 irnp1•<'•l hunci nt which dynamic lifl is the most intdficicnt. 
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Fig. 3 Wing area required to augment takeoff lift 

Although an airfoil of the size required to assist takeoff or augment 
lift 10 forward flight would rroviJc a large adjunct on even something as 
long aA a three hundred a1Ht fifty (350) foot airship, similar surfaces are 
already attached as horizontal stabilizers and elevators. 

With the engine thrust vector b~low the metacenter of the airship, the 
thrust tends to produce a nose-up moment. The very fact that an airship can 
fly in moment equilibrium gives an indication that much of the dynamic lift 
is generated on the fins producing a nose-down moment. A simple experiment 
can be used to demonstrate the inherent dynamic lift capabi 1 ities of the 
elevator surfaces of an airship. During a ground take off roll of a heavy 
airship trimmed at a zero angle of pitch, a rapid application of engine 
thrust will produce a nose-up pitch. If, at the same time, full down 
elevator is applied, a tail-up moment results - and the airship will lift 
off the ground with full down elevator!. A word of caution - Even though 
the airship lifts off the ground, something must be done to the controls to 
prevent the airship from returning violently to the ground. 

M 

eno 
Fig. 4 Thrust/Pin Moments 
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As early as the 1920's (Ref. 2,3,4,5) vind tunnel and water tunnel 
tests demonstrated that less than twenty percent (20%) of the dynamic lift 
is generated by the envelope and that the major port ion of the dynamic 
forces come from the horizontal stabilizer and fins. This offers the poss
ibility of the use of the control surfaces to generate dynamic lift with a 
smaller drag than if the lift were generated by envelope angle of attack. 
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tests of a ZPG model at the Naval Postgraduate School (Ref. 7). The dynamic 
lift coefficient (C ') W31l fj'}culatt!d on an area base of the total volume 
to the two-thirds ~ower (V ). The flight test airship had 'X' planform 
control surfaces and the longitudinal control deflection is a sum and 
aver age of the actual control movement • 
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Fig. 5 Zero Elevator Dynamic Lift 
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Fig. 5 shows the variation of the dynamic lift coefficient with angle 
of attack for zero elevator deflection. Some dynamic lift is obtained even 
at zero angle of attack due to the positive inclination of the fins. 

Deflection of the control surfaces produces an increase in lift at 
each angle of at tack value for the envelope as shown in Fig. 6. The 
elevator control effectiveness (JCL/J 6) is 0.012 per degree • 
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Fig. 6 Dynamic Lift with Elevator 

The deflection of the control surface produces an increase in drag 
along with the increase in lift. The overall drag coefficient as a function 
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of 11ngl1• nf attnc-k for vario11~ ~levatnr tleflection" is shown rn Fig. 7. Tht• 
11t1n - dimP11:iion.nl 1lr11g i11c-rt·;i~1! 11111• to ,.,lntrol 1lt'fl1•cl i,m i11 0.0:'6 1wr 
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Fig. 7 Total Drag with Control Deflection 
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The data presented in the above figures are for the first five degrees 
(5°) of elevator deflection. With the foll deflection authority being of 
the order of fifteen to twenty degrees (15° - 20°), it can be shown that 
the dynamic lift coefficit:nt obtained at any angle of attack with zero 
elevator deflection can also be obtained at zero angle of attack by the use 
of down elevator. This means that a six-fold increase in dynamic lift can 
he obtained with less than a two-fold increase in drag coefficient. 

The production of dynamic lift with a smaller drag means that the 
power requirements for 6 flight are reduced, Table 4 shows the effect of 
flying a million ClxlO ) cubic foot volume airship ten thousand (10,000) 
pounds heavy at sixty five (65) knots at an altitude of five thousand 
( 5 1 000) feet. 

TABLE 4. Effects of Elevator Lift 

Volume 
Static Lift 
Dynamic Lift 
Altitude 
Power (a "' 0) 
Power ( a I 0 ) 

POWERED STATIC LIFT 

1,000,000 ft 3 

60,000 lb 
10,000 lb 
s, 000 ft 

944 HP 
1 1 164 HP 

An efficient manner of augmenting static lift at low airspeeds is through 
the use of Powet'ed Static t.ift with thrusters that can be used for 
conventional propulsion in forward flight. Tilt-rotor thrust was used on 
some of the rigid airships and has been proposed for some of the newer 
models of airships. And, of course, the use of a tiltable, ducted fan for 
powered static lift has been demonstrated on Airship Industries airships. 

A ouick Rnnrnv; ..... ,.;"" ~F .. "'- \.---- - - - -- -- t~• •• -
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be obtained from momentum theory. 

P • {{T3)/(2PTIR 2)) 05 /550 ( 7) 

This power, which does not account for the power reqnirc.-d to overcome the 
drag of the rotor hlndcs, also dues not account for losst•~ due tu envelope
thnastcr interference cf f~c ts. 

For fans with one an•i a half (1.5) foot radius blades, the total power 
to produce the thrust at sen level would be as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Power Required to Produce Thrust 

Units: Thrust in pounds; Power in Horsepower 

Thrust Power 

lOOO 315 
2000 887 
:woo 1624 
4000 2504 
5000 3654 
6000 4604 
7000 5808 
8000 7097 
9000 8468 
10000 9918 

(Source: Uelicopter Performance) 

From Table 5 it may be seen that an airship that is ten thousand 
( 10, 000) pounds heavy wi 11 require a 1 ike number of horsepower to hover. 
This is not really a negative utility inasmuch as the airship is not using 
its propulsive power for any other purpose when in hover. 

The size of the thrusters to produce a given amount of lift is a 
function of the number of rotor blades and the number of thustera. Fig. 8 
shows a relationship between rotor radius and number of thrustet'S (n) for 
two types of thrusters, the 'conventional' rotor with fourse blades {b • 4) 
and a fan with forty four blades (b •44). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A free balloon in still air is probably the only 'pure' Lighter-Than-Air 
vehicle. Even without whaJ: might be called an 'aerodynamic' shape, motion 
through the air wi 11 produce some dynamic effects. And if the 
Lighter-Than-Air craft has a typical envelope shape and stabilizing 
horizontal fins, some sort of dynamic lift will be produced, whether it is 
wanted or not. It is to be remembered that a 'light' airship requires a 
negative dynamic lift in order to maintain equilibrium flight. 

Thus it is that every airs hip operates somewhere between the apex 
points of the Lift Logo, and the designers and operators of 
t.ighter-Than-Air vehicles have an option to augment the static lift in a 
manner than can be tailored to the flight situation. 
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